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Abstract This study develops an on-the-job search model involving spatial structure. In this model, workers are either employed and commute frequently to a central business district (CBD) or unemployed and commute less frequently to the CBD in search of jobs. When an unemployed worker succeeds in oﬀ-the-job search, the quality of the job match is determined stochastically: a good match yields high-productivity whereas a bad match yields low-productivity. While a high-productivity worker does not seek a new job, a low-productivity worker decides whether to conduct on-the-job search, which would require additional commuting to the CBD. Analysis of this model demonstrates that in equilibrium, the relocation path of workers corresponds to their career path. Furthermore, welfare analysis demonstrates that such a spatial structure distorts firms’ decision regarding the posting of vacancies.
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Introduction



It is clear that urban areas currently play a dominant role as areas of employment and residence throughout the world.1 In many cities, people live in suburbs and commute from there to business districts. How does the structure of a city and commuting relate to job creation and unemployment ∗
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within it? Recently, several studies have addressed this question by combining urban and labor economics. These studies have succeeded in providing answers to a certain part of this question by developing search and matching models within urban structures.2 This study contributes to this literature by extending the urban search model à la Wasmer and Zenou [24] with on-the-job search, i.e., the possibility that employed workers search for a new job, which has been recognized as a significant aspect of job search in labor economics (see Pissarides [14] Section 4, for example) but not yet fully incorporated into the urban search models. Wasmer and Zenou [24] introduced a monocentric city structure à la Alonso [1] into a job search model on the basis of the key assumption that workers’ search intensity is negatively aﬀected by access to jobs concentrated within a Central Business District (CBD). Such an assumption leads to multiple urban configurations in equilibrium, including that of unemployed workers residing close to jobs or unemployed workers residing distant from jobs, with the latter configuration being consistent with the well-known spatial mismatch hypothesis.3 Smith and Zenou [20] demonstrated that when search intensity is determined endogenously, another type of configuration is obtained in equilibrium: there are two areas where unemployed workers reside, one of which is close to the CBD and the other is distant from it. Employed workers live between these two areas. Crampton [3] analyzed worker’s simultaneous decision regarding job search and residential areas. Rouwendal [16] demonstrated the possibility of excessive commuting because of the existence of information asymmetry in the job search process. Sato [18] analyzed how city structure aﬀects workers’ job-acceptance behavior and the labor market by introducing city structure into a search model with workers’ decision to accept a job oﬀer. He found that reductions in urban costs of living such as commuting costs, increase the likelihood that job seekers will accept job oﬀers. Zenou [28] proposed a spatial search model in which both job creation and job destruction are endogenous. He demonstrated that in equilibrium, workers with high productivity and wages live close to jobs, have low per distance commuting costs, and pay high land rents. He also showed that higher per distance commuting costs and higher unemployment benefits lead to more job destruction. Zenou [29] developed a spatial search model in which firms post wages. He found by simulation that when workers have diﬀerent values imputed to leisure and diﬀerent equilibrium wages, a reduction in commuting costs for all workers reduces the unemployment rate of high-wage workers and the 2



There are also studies that have addressed this question by using other types of models and have yielded



interesting findings. See Zenou [26] for a comprehensive survey. 3 First stated by Kain [7], the spatial hypothesis posits that job decentralization to the suburbs without the residential movement of African Americans has led to a high unemployment rate and low wages paid in inner-city neighborhoods, where African Americans are concentrated. Since then, a large number of empirical studies testing this hypothesis have oﬀered much evidence for its support (see Preston and McLaﬀerty [15] for a survey of recent empirical studies).
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profit of all firms while increasing the wages of all workers and the proportion of firms paying high wages.45 It has been widely accepted in urban economics literature that income levels are related to household residential location patterns (see Chapter 3 of McCann [9] for a brief summary of this literature). The typical location patterns are such that low-income households live close to the CBD and high-income households locate far from it. In a standard framework in this literature, households are assumed to be diﬀerent in their income where such diﬀerence and income distribution are given exogenously. Land (housing service) consumption is assumed to be a normal good, which implies that high-income households place a higher value on using larger land area than low-income households. This causes high-income households to have a lower incentive to live close to the CBD. Of course, combining other factors such as opportunity costs of commuting time, we can observe much richer location patterns in relation to income distribution. As seen in Mortensen [12], in labor economics, it is well known that (wage) income distribution is closely-linked to job search behavior. Especially, on-the-job search has been recognized as an important factor that yields income distribution. Therefore, we introduce on-the-job search into the urban labor market model à la Wasmer and Zenou [24], that is, we introduce the possibility that employed workers seek a new job. This enables us to determine both income distribution and location patterns endogenously in a unified framework. Put diﬀerently, our extension can bridge the literature of urban job search and that of the relationship between income and location patterns established in traditional urban economics. In an on-the-job search environment, employed workers seek a new job when they are dissatisfied with their current jobs. In traditional urban economics, people change their locations when they land a new job and obtain higher wage income. This study explores the possible interactions between such a career path in the labor market and a relocation path in the urban land market. To do so, the monocentric city model of Alonso [1] is combined with the on-the-job search model developed by Pissarides [13], in which workers are either employed or unemployed. An employed worker frequently commutes to the CBD to work whereas an unemployed worker commutes less frequently to the CBD in order to seek a job. When an unemployed worker succeeds in obtaining a 4 5



For a comprehensive survey of this literature, see Zenou [26], among others. Sato [17] also developed a job search model involving a monocentric city structure. However, he assumed



that because all types of workers have the same commuting costs and the same level of housing consumption, the residential location of a particular type of worker cannot be determined. Therefore, he focused on the eﬀects of the overall cost of living, which depends on the population size of the city and on the local labor market. He found a link between agglomeration economies and the worker-firm matching process by providing the conditions of the matching process necessary for the existence of agglomeration economies, as did Wheeler [25] in a separate study using a diﬀerent model.
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job (i.e., succeeds in oﬀ-the-job search), the quality of the job match is determined stochastically: a good match yields high productivity whereas a bad match results in low productivity. While high-productivity workers do not seek a new job, low-productivity workers decide whether they should seek new jobs. On-the-job search requires additional costs of commuting to the CBD, which leads to the following urban configuration: currently employed job seekers (on-the-job searchers) live closest to the CBD, unemployed workers (oﬀ-the-job searchers) live most distant from the CBD, and employed workers not seeking a new position (non-job-searchers) live between the former two. In this model, spatial relocation corresponds to a career path, with the career path from unemployment to employment or from on-the-job search to a good-match entailing relocation from the outskirts of a city to an inner area of the city or from the innermost area of the city to the suburbs. Thus, our framework establishes both the relationship between income and location patterns that is consistent with the traditional urban economics view on one hand and the spatial mismatch phenomenon on the other. The former relationship comes from the existence of on-the-job search in our model and not from the diﬀerence in land consumption among households with diﬀerent income. From this viewpoint, our result provides a new view on a well-accepted fact and complements the traditional arguments. Spatial structure also impacts the eﬃciency properties of the model. This model proposes that while the decision regarding on-the-job search is eﬃcient, firms’ decision regarding job vacancies is distorted even under the Hosios condition (Hosios [6]), which contrasts with the findings of related studies of spatial oﬀ-the-job search models, such as those of Wasmer and Zenou [24] and Zenou [26]. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the model’s basic structure. Section 3 demonstrates the existence and properties of a unique equilibrium. Section 4 addresses issues regarding eﬃciency and Section 5 concludes the study.
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Model



Consider a closed, linear, and monocentric city whose land is owned by absentee landlords. It has one CBD, whose location is approximated by one point and within which all firms are assumed to be exogenously located.6 A continuum of risk-neutral workers of size N live within the city. Although identical ex ante, the workers become heterogeneous after entering the labor market because of the occurrence of stochastic events, with u of N being unemployed and N − u being employed. 6



This model of a centralized city can easily be modified to describe a decentralized city by locating all firms within



a suburban business district located at one end of a linear city. Such a modification would not alter the results of this study.
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Although unemployed workers seek a job, employed workers earn wage income that depends on their productivity, y, which is either high or low and determined randomly upon the job match, with a good match yielding high productivity, yh , and a bad match yielding low productivity, yl . The subscript, h (l), represents that the variable is related to a good (bad) match. We assume that yh > yl and Pr(y = yj∈{h,l} ) = αj ∈ (0, 1) (αh + αl = 1). Furthermore, it is assumed that yl is suﬃciently large such that even if a match yields low productivity, the worker prefers to be employed rather than unemployed, and her/his employer does not dismiss her/him. We assume that on-the-job search is possible, such that a low-productivity worker can seek a new job while working. In the city, all workers occupy the same amount of the land (normalized to 1) outside the CBD. We assume that the density of land is 1, implying that x units of housing are located within a distance x of the CBD. In this study, it is assumed that the sole commuting cost is that of the time expended in doing so. Each worker is endowed with one unit of time, which she/he uses for working, searching, commuting and leisure. Assume that an employed worker must expend a fixed amount of time, tw (> 0), on work activities and a certain amount of time, σw x, on commuting. Furthermore, we assume that the job search requires a certain amount of time, σu x, for an unemployed worker and, σs x, for an employed worker.7 Here, time requirement of job search depends on the distance from the CBD because job searchers need to commute to the CBD to be interviewed and job search would be more time consuming if job searchers lives further away from the CBD.8 We assume that σw > σu ≥ σs > 0: working at a job requires more frequent commuting compared to seeking a job.9 A worker is assumed to obtain the instantaneous utility expressed in terms of money, uγ (γ), from leisure, where u0γ > 0 and u00γ < 0. The time for leisure is given by γu = 1 − σu x for an unemployed worker (i.e., an oﬀ-the-job searcher), γe1 = 1 − tw − (σw + σs )x for an employed worker who is seeking a new position (i.e., an on-the-job searcher), and γe0 = 1 − tw − σw x for an employed worker who is not searching. On the basis of these assumptions, the decrease in utility resulting from living more distantly 7



The assumption that on-the-job search requires some costs arising from search eﬀort is standard in the literature



of search theory. See Pissarides [14] (Section 4.2), for example. Here, we consider eﬀort costs in terms of time. 8 Even if we consider a fixed time requirement for job search as well, our results are unaltered. 9 Such assumption on the commuting time is often used in the literature of urban labor search. See Zenou [26].
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from the CBD can be expressed as follows: ∂uγ (γu ) = −σu u0γ (1 − σu x), ∂x ∂uγ (γe0 ) = −σw u0γ (1 − tw − σw x), ∂x ∂uγ (γe1 ) = −(σw + σs )u0γ (1 − tw − (σw + σs )x). ∂x The assumption that σw > σu ≥ σs > 0 implies γu > γe0 ≥ γe1 for a given x. Because σu u0γ (γu ) < σw u0γ (γe0 ) < (σw + σs )u0γ (γe1 ) is readily known from u00γ < 0, the marginal cost (disutility) of commuting is the highest for on-the-job searchers and the lowest for unemployed workers, as expressed by the following equations: 0>



∂uγ (γe0 ) ∂uγ (γe1 ) ∂uγ (γu ) > > . ∂x ∂x ∂x



For analytical tractability, we adopt the simplest way of describing these relationships: it is assumed that the utility from leisure is given by uγ (γu ) = b − sτ x, uγ (γe0 ) = bb − τ x,



uγ (γe1 ) = bb − (τ + s∗ )x,



where b and bb are constants that represent the value of leisure at location x = 0. Furthermore,



without loss of generality, we normalize bb = 0 to zero. In the above specification, commuting cost



is described by linear functions of the distance, x, from the CBD such that it is τ x for an employed worker not seeking a new job, (1 + s∗ )τ x for an on-the-job searcher, and sτ x for an unemployed



worker, where τ , s∗ and s are exogenous and satisfy that τ > 0 and 0 < s∗ ≤ s < 1.10 s and s∗ can be interpreted as indicators of search intensity. For a discussion on the endogenous determinant of search intensity, see Smith and Zenou [20] and Wasmer and Zenou [24].11 Because of these assumptions, as will be demonstrated in Section 3, the equilibrium urban configuration is such that on-the-job searchers reside most proximate to the CBD, unemployed workers reside most distant from the CBD, and employed workers not seeking a job reside between the first two groups. The cost of living in the city is the sum of the residential land rent, R(x), and the commuting cost: it is R(x) +τ x for an employed worker not seeking a job, R(x)+(1 +s∗ )τ x for 10



If we set s∗ = 0, all bad match workers would seek a new job while no sorting will be observed in the location



patterns with respect to employed workers. As explained in the Introduction, this case is outside the scope of our analysis. 11 If we endogenize the search intensity, commuting distance may aﬀect the employed workers’ job search incentive. In fact, van Ommeren [23] showed empirically that employed workers with a long commuting time search for new jobs more intensively.
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an on-the-job searcher, and R(x) + stx for an unemployed worker. Although workers are identical ex ante, they are heterogeneous in terms of place of residence x, employment status (employed or unemployed), productivity (high or low), and job search activity (no search, on-the-job search, or oﬀ-the-job search). Following Burdett and Mortensen [2] and Pissarides [13], on-the-job search by firms is assumed to be impossible, i.e., firms cannot seek a new worker for an already filled job.



2.1



Matching framework



Both unemployed and employed workers may seek firms that post vacancies. For expositional simplicity, we assume that the labor market is divided into two sub-markets: the on-the-job search market, i.e., the sub-market for employed workers (denoted by s) and the oﬀ-the-job search market, i.e., the sub-market for unemployed workers (denoted by u).12 This view is consistent with the results shown in Garibaldi and Moen [11] and Menzio and Shi [10], which, by using static job search frameworks, showed that on-the-job searchers and oﬀ-the-job searchers sort themselves into diﬀerent sub-markets. Imagine, for instance, an environment in which unemployed workers rely on employment agencies in searching for jobs whereas on-the-job searchers mainly seek jobs via business relationships. In each sub-market, there are vi∈{s,u} firms posting vacancies and seeking workers. Each of them posts only one vacancy, which can be filled by only one worker. Let es denote the number of on-the-job searchers, u denote the number of unemployed workers, and φi denote the eﬃciency of type-i job search. We normalize φu = 1. Note that if we set φs = 0, our framework becomes identical to the benchmark model of Zenou [26] (Section 2). Job matches in each sub-market are generated by a Poisson process with the aggregate rate of Mi = m(φi ei , vi ).13 m(·, ·) defined on R+ × R+ , and assumed to be strictly increasing in both arguments, twice diﬀerentiable, strictly concave, and homogeneous of degree one. We also assume that m(·, ·) satisfies 0 ≤ Mi ≤ min[ei , vi ], m(φi ei , 0) = m(0, vi ) = 0 and the Inada condition for both arguments. Worker-job matching occurs at the rate of φi p(θi ) = φi Mi /(φi ei ) = φi m(1, θi ) for each submarket, and q(θi ) = Mi /vi = m(1/θi , 1) for a firm seeking to fill a vacancy, where θi is the measure of labor market tightness in sub-market i defined as θi = vi /(φi ei ). From the assumptions regarding m(·, ·), we obtain that φi p(θi )ei = q(θi )vi , dp/dθi > 0 and dq/dθi < 0 for any θi ∈ (0, +∞). We can also see that limθi →0 p = 0, limθi →∞ p = ∞, limθi →0 q = ∞, and limθi →∞ q = 0. If φs = 0, this 12



Even if we assume that both employed and unemployed job seekers look for jobs in the same market, our main



findings remain unaltered although the analysis becomes highly complicated. 13 We assume that the matching function is the same for the two sub-markets. This assumption is made only for notational simplicity. All the main results remain unaltered even if we assume diﬀerent matching functions for the two sub-markets.
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model becomes a model without the on-the-job search. For descriptive simplicity, an on-the-job searcher is assumed to move to a new job if the new job provides her/him with the same or a larger asset value as the current job.



2.2



Wage determination



Let Wj (x), U (x), Jj (x), and Vi denote the asset values of an employed worker, an unemployed worker, a firm with a filled job, and a firm with a vacancy, respectively. j represents the productivity of a match (i.e., high (h) or low (l), j ∈ {h, l}). x describes the worker’s residential location (x ∈ [0, ∞)), which is the distance to the CBD. In Jj (x), x refers to the residential location of a worker employed by the firm. We use a privately eﬃcient wage contract, which determines wage and compensation from a moving worker to her/his current employer at job-to-job transition. A privately eﬃcient contract is assumed in existing studies such as Garibaldi and Moen [4] and Menzio and Shi [10]. If such a contract is available, there is no reason to refuse it from the viewpoint of both workers and firms, from which we believe it to be acceptable. Following Pissarides [13], wages are assumed to be determined by the first-order condition of the Nash bargaining conducted between a firm and an employee: (1 − β)(Wj (x) − U max ) = β(Jj (x) − Vi ).



(1)



This relationship can also be expressed as Wj (x) − U max = β(Wj (x) + Jj (x) − U max − Vi ). As β represents the labor share of the total surplus, it indicates a worker’s bargaining power. As shown by Shimer [19], such Nash wage bargaining alone is inapplicable to the on-the-job search environment because the set of feasible payoﬀs is nonconvex. As a remedy for this problem, we consider the following compensation scheme a la Garibaldi and Moen [4] and Menzio and Shi [10]: When an employee quits her/his current firm and moves to a new firm, the current firm receives compensation from her/him.14 The amount of compensation is equal to changes in the value of the current firm, Jj (x) − Vi , which ensures that the outcome set of Nash bargaining is convex.



2.3



Value functions



The asset value of an unemployed worker who lives at x is given by rU (x) = b − sτ x − R(x) + p(θu ) 14



X



j∈{h,l}



¡ ¢ αj Wjmax − U (x) ,



(2)



Garibaldi and Moen [4] and Menzio and Shi [10] used this compensation scheme in competitive search models.
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where Wjmax = maxx∈[0,∞] Wj (x). r, b, and R(x) represent the discount rate, the value of leisure, and the market land rent, respectively, with r and b being positive constants and R(x) being determined endogenously. It is assumed that even a bad match yields a value suﬃciently lager than the value of leisure. The first term of (2) is the instantaneous utility of leisure while the second and third terms are the location-dependent cost of oﬀ-the-job search and the land rent, respectively. The fourth term is the expected capital gain from oﬀ-the-job search. An unemployed worker is matched to a job at the rate of p(θu ), with the match yielding high (low) productivity at a probability of αh (αl ), leading to an asset value of Whmax (Wlmax ). As explained previously, it is assumed that an unemployed worker will accept any type of job when she/he has a chance of making a match. The asset value of an employed worker with productivity j is described as (3) rWj (x) = wj (x) − τ x − R(x) + δ(U max − Wj (x)) ⎡ ⎛ ⎞⎤ X £ ¤ αj 0 max Wjmax − Wj (x) − Jj 0 (x) + Vj , 0 − s∗ τ x⎠⎦ , + max ⎣k ⎝φs p(θs ) 0 k∈{0,1}



j 0 ∈{h,l}



where U max = maxx∈[0,∞] U , wj (x) is the wage, k is an indicator function that represents the job



search status, and δ is the exogenous job separation rate. The first term is the instantaneous utility obtained from the wage income. The fourth term represents the capital loss from job separation whereas the last term describes the expected net return from on-the-job search, which is the exh i P 0 − W (x) − J (x) + V , 0 , pected capital gain from on-the-job search, φs p(θs ) j 0 αj 0 max Wjmax 0 j j j



minus its cost, s∗ τ x. If the net return is non-negative, an employed worker will seek a new job



(k = 1), but will not do so if it is negative (k = 0). Note that a worker pays compensation that is equal to Jj (x) − Vi for her/his current firm when she/he moves to a new firm.15 The asset values of firms are given by rJj (x) = yj − wj (x) + δ(Vi − Jj (x)), X rVu = −c + q(θu ) αj (Jj (x) − Vu ),



(4) (5)



j∈{h,l}



rVs = −c + q(θs )αh (Jh (x) − Vs ).



(6)



where yj is the output of a match yielding productivity j, and c is the cost of posting a vacancy. In the asset value of a firm with a filled position, (4), the first and second terms describe instantaneous profits and the third term represents capital loss from job destruction resulting from the employee’s job separation (δ). Note that the value of a firm with a worker does not depend on the employee’s 15



In equilibrium, the value of posting a vacancy, Vi , is driven to zero (Vi = 0, i = s, u). Hence, the compensation



becomes equal to Jj (x).
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search status, k, because the firm receives compensation when the worker moves to another firm. Equations (5) and (6) represent the values of posting a vacancy in the oﬀ-the-job search market and in the on-the-job search market, respectively. In (5) and (6), the first term is the (instantaneous) cost of recruitment and the second term is the capital gain from filling a vacancy. Equilibrium is determined by (i) the outcome of wage bargaining (Section 2.2), (ii) labor market conditions (the free entry of firms and on-the-job search decision of employees, which will be described in Section 2.4), (iii) land market conditions (locational arbitrage and bid rent, which will be described in Section 2.5) and (iv) steady-state conditions (Section 3).



2.4



Labor market conditions



As will be formally described in Section 2.5, it is assumed that workers can move freely within the city and face no costs of relocation, implying that the asset value of a worker is the same across locations by locational arbitrage:16 Wj (x) = Wj



and U (x) = U,



∀x.



(7)



Moreover, from the wage determination rule, (1), we obtain Jj (x) = Jj ,



∀x.



(8)



Assuming the free entry and exit of firms, when the value of posting a vacancy, Vi , is positive, more firms will post vacancies in sub-market i, but when Vi is negative, some firms will stop posting vacancies. In equilibrium, Vi is driven to zero. Combined with Vi = 0 and (8), equations (5) and (6) lead to the following free entry condition: c = q (θu )



X



αj Jj = q (θs ) αh Jh .



(9)



j∈{h,l}



From (1), (7), and (8), the value of an unemployed worker, (2), becomes rU = b − sτ x − R(x) +



βp(θu ) X αj (Jj − Vu ) , 1−β j∈{h,l}



which, combined with Vu = 0 and (9), leads to rU = b − sτ x − R(x) +



βcθu . 1−β



(10)



Similarly, (7) and (8) imply that the value of an employed worker, (3), becomes rWj = wj (x) − τ x − R(x) + δ(U − Wj ) ⎡ ⎛ ⎞⎤ X £ ¤ + max ⎣k ⎝φs p(θs ) αj 0 max Wj 0 − Wj − Jj , 0 − s∗ τ x⎠⎦ . k∈{0,1}



16



j 0 ∈{h,l}



This assumption is relaxed in Section 5.
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(11)



Whether an employed worker searches for a new job depends on whether her/his return from on£ ¤ P the-job search, expressed as φp(θs ) j 0 ∈{h,l} αj 0 max Wj 0 − Wj − Jj , 0 , is larger than the cost of £ ¤ P doing so, expressed as s∗ τ x. Because j 0 ∈{h,l} max Wj 0 − Wh − Jh , 0 is always zero, we readily



know that a high-productivity worker will not seek a new job. In contrast, a low-productivity worker will seek a job if and only if φs p(θs )αh (Wh − Wl − Jl ) ≥ s∗ τ x.



(12)



The left hand side of this equation expresses the expected capital gain from on-the-job search and the right hand side the cost of doing so. As is often assumed in search models, workers (firms) are assumed to regard θs as given, and therefore, p(θs ) (θs and q(θs )) as given, implying that they take the left hand side of (12) as given. This implies that a threshold, x∗ , exists such that a low-productivity worker who lives at x ≤ x∗ searches for a new job, where x∗ is defined by x∗ =



αh φs p(θs )(Wh − Wl − Jl ) . s∗ τ



(13)



This equation, whose left hand side expresses the expected capital gain from on-the-job search and the right hand side is the cost of doing so, is very similar to the equation describing on-the-job search conditions presented in Pissarides [13]. The diﬀerence between the two is that in (12), the search cost includes the spatial factor whereas the equation in Pissarides [13] does not. Let wj (x) denotes the wage of a worker in a type j match. Given the derived asset value functions so far and the on-the-job search behavior summarized by (12), the wage determination rule, (1), yields the equilibrium value of wj (x), whose properties are described in the following lemma: Lemma 1 The equilibrium wages satisfy wh (x) = wh and wl (x) = wl , ∀x. Proof See Appendix A. This lemma implies that wages depend only on the type of a match. Intuitively, if the wage contract is not private eﬃcient as assumed in Pissarides [13], the asset value of a firm matched with a worker who is seeking a new job is lower than that of a firm matched with a worker who is not by the expected loss φs p(θs )Jl caused by job turnover. In this model, workers compensate the current firms for such losses when they leave the firms.



2.5



Land market conditions



Based on the assumption that workers can change their locations of residence without incurring costs, in equilibrium, there is no incentive for workers to relocate. Therefore, as shown in (7), in 11



equilibrium, all employed workers enjoy the same level of value (Wj (x) = Wjmax = Wj ) and all unemployed workers enjoy the same level of value (U (x) = U max = U ). These two conditions and the wage determination rule, (1), imply that the value of a firm is also independent of the location of its employee (Jj (x) = Jj ) as described in (8). To determine the equilibrium location of workers, we use the concept of bid rents, defined as the maximum land rent at a location, x, that each type of worker is willing to pay to reach her/his respective level of equilibrium utility (in this study, asset value). Note that in such a framework, the equilibrium asset value of a firm and that of its employee do not depend on whether the employee is doing on-the-job search. This property results from the adjustment through land rent and wages. From the definition of bid rents, Lemma 1, (10), (11), and (13), the bid rents of unemployed and employed workers, Ω, can be expressed as follows:



• Unemployed workers: Ωu (x) = b − sτ x +



βcθu − (r + δ)U, 1−β



(14)



if x > x∗ , if x ≤ x∗



(15)



• Employed low-productivity workers:



½ 0 Ωl (x) Ωl (x) = Ω1l (x)



where Ω0l (x) and Ω1l (x) are defined as Ω0l (x) ≡ wl − τ x + δU − (r + δ)Wl , Ω1l (x) ≡ wl − (1 + s∗ )τ x + δU − (r + δ + αh φs p(θs ))Wl − φs p(θs ) (αh Jl − αh Wh ) .



• Employed high-productivity workers: Ωh (x) = wh − τ x + δU − (r + δ)Wh .



(16)



Remind that a low-productivity worker who lives at x ≤ x∗ searches for a new job. This implies that Ω1l (x) represents the bid rent of an on-the-job searcher and Ω0l (x) represents that of a lowproductivity worker who does not seek a new job. Diﬀerentiating (14) and (16) with respect to x, we obtain ∂Ωh = −τ. ∂x



∂Ωu = −sτ, ∂x
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Ωl (x) is a relatively complex function of x as shown in (15), whose slope is described by ∂Ω0l =−τ if x > x∗ , ∂x ∂Ω1l =−(1 + s∗ )τ if x ≤ x∗ . ∂x Note that Ωl (x) is continuous over x ∈ [0, ∞). Figure 1 summarizes the above arguments regarding bid rents.



[Figure 1 around here]



In this figure, the horizontal and vertical axis represent the distance from the CBD and the bid rent, respectively, and the market land rent is the upper envelope of the bid rent curves. We normalize the land rent outside the city to zero, which pins down the land rent at the edge of the city as R(N ) = 0. Then, the bid rents in Figure 1 satisfy the followings: Ω1l (es ) = Ω0l (es ) = Ωh (es ), Ω0l (N − u) = Ωh (N − u) = Ωu (N − u), Ωu (N ) = 0. From this and Figure 1, the equilibrium locational pattern and market land rent can be readily derived as Proposition 1 In equilibrium, the residential area is separated into three areas. The area closest to the CBD is occupied by low-productivity workers seeking a new job, the second closest area by both high-productivity workers and low-productivity workers not seeking a new job, and the third closest (the most distant) area by unemployed workers. The equilibrium land rent is given by ⎧ ⎪ ⎪ if x ∈ (0, es ] sτ u + τ (N − u − es ) + (1 + s∗ ) τ (es − x) ⎪ ⎨ . R (x) = sτ u + τ (N − u − x) if x ∈ (es , N − u] ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ sτ (N − x) if x ∈ (N − u, N ] The underlying mechanism of this proposition is similar to that of the baseline model of Zenou [26] (Section 2): workers locate in descending order of the losses that they incur from living distant from the CBD. Let el denote the number of low-productivity workers. Because high-productivity workers do not seek a new job, there are only two possibilities: either (i) only a proportion of low-productivity
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workers seek a new job (es < el ) or (ii) all low-productivity workers seek a new job (es = el ). Based on the possibility of these situations, the number of on-the-job searchers, es , is given by es = min [x∗ ,el ]



(17)



Hereafter, we assume the interior solution (i.e., es < el ).



3



Equilibrium and its basic properties



Remaining variables to be determined are the number of unemployed workers, u, the number of low-productivity workers, el , the number of on-the-job searchers, es , the wage, wj , and the market tightness, θi . We focus on a steady-state equilibrium and the steady-state conditions determine u and el . In the steady state, the inflow into unemployment, δ(N − u), is equal to the outflow from it, p(θu )u: δ(N − u) = p(θu )u, which yields δ u = . N δ + p(θu )



(18)



We can see that the unemployment rate, u/N, is determined independently once the market tightness is given θu . The steady-state condition for the number of low-productivity workers, el , becomes αl p(θu )u = δel + φs αh p(θs )es , where the left hand side represents the inflow to the pool of low-productivity workers from the pool of unemployed workers and the right hand side represents the outflow of workers due to job separation and job turnover. Combining this equation with (18) yields the proportion of low-productivity employed workers among all workers: αl p(θu ) φs αh p(θs )es el = − . N δ + p (θu ) δN



(19)



Of course, because the number of high productivity workers, eh , is given by N − u − el , the steadystate condition for it holds true under the above two steady state conditions. The proportion of high-productivity workers among all workers is determined by (18) and (19) as u el αh p(θu ) φs αh p(θs )es eh =1− − = + N N N δ + p (θu ) δN When the proportion of on-the-job searchers, es /N , increases, job turnover increases, raising the proportion of high-productivity workers and lowering that of low-productivity workers.
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We move to the determination of es , wj , and θi . The free-entry condition, (9), can be rewritten as c q(θ ) | {zu }



=



X



αj Jj



X



αj



(20)



j∈{h,l}



expected total search costs



=



j∈{h,l}



=



⎛



yj − wj r+δ X



X



⎞



1 ⎝ αj yj − αj wj ⎠, r+δ j∈{h,l} j∈{h,l} | {z } | {z } expected output



expected wage



which connects market tightness, θu , to wages, wj . Wages, wj , in turn, can be derived from asset value functions. Equations (4) and (11) can be rewritten as the followings by using Vi = 0: (r + δ)Jh = yh − wh ,



(21)



(r + δ)Jl = yl − wl , (r + δ)(Wh − U ) = wh − τ x − R(x) − rU, (r + δ)(Wl − U ) = wl − τ x − R(x) − rU. Note that the joint value (Wj + Jj ) of a match does not depend on wage, which implies that the outcome set of the Nash bargaining game is convex. Therefore, we avoid facing the problem of employing the axiomatic Nash bargaining that Shimer [19] noted. Substituting these equations and (10) into (1), we obtain17 wh = β(yh + cθu ) + (1 − β) [b + (1 − s)τ (N − u)] ,



(22)



wl = β(yl + cθu ) + (1 − β) [b + (1 − s)τ (N − u)] . In these equations, wages are increasing functions of market tightness, θu . For a given θu , the wages rise with an increase in productivity, yi , and the value of leisure, b, in accordance with the findings of Pissarides [13]. They also increase with an increase in the commuting cost, τ , and the number of employed workers, N − u, but decrease with an increase in the search frequency 17



From (1) and Vi = 0, it is readily shown that workers prefer to be employed rather than unemployed if and only



if Jj > 0 (j ∈ {h, l}). From (21) and (22), the suﬃcient condition for this inequality to hold true is given by yl − wl0 > 0, which can be rewritten as (1 − β) [yl − b − (1 − s)τ (N − u)] > βcθ. Under this condition, Jh > Jl > 0 holds true, that is, even a bad match gives positive profits to a firm, implying that any type of match is maintained under this condition.
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of unemployed workers, s. These are common characteristics of spatial search models (see Zenou P [26]). The expected wage, j αj wj , is obtained from (22) as follows: ⎞ ⎛ X X (23) αj wj = β ⎝ αj yj + cθu ⎠ + (1 − β) [b + (1 − s)τ (N − u)] . j∈{h,l}



j∈{h,l}



Equations (18), (20), and (23) are used to determine u, θu and are determined from them.



P



j∈{h,l} αj ,



Substituting (18) into (23) yields ⎛ ⎞ ∙ µ X X αj wj = β ⎝ αj yj + cθu ⎠ + (1 − β) b + (1 − s)τ N 1 − j∈{h,l}



j∈{h,l}



and other variables



δ δ + p(θu )



¶¸



,



(24)



which indicates that the market tightness in the oﬀ-the-job search market, θu , aﬀects the expected wage via two channels. In one channel, a higher θu implies the existence of better outside opportunities, thus giving workers a better bargaining position. In the other channel, a higher θu leads to a higher employment rate, which increases the total commuting costs of employed workers, and, by increasing the relative attractiveness of outside opportunities, increases wages. Figure 2 depicts (20) and (24) with the horizontal axis representing the market tightness, θu , P and the vertical axis representing the expected wage, j∈{h,l} αj wj . The the downward-sloping



curve describes (20), while the upward-sloping curve describes (24).



[Figure 2 around here]



From the Inada condition regarding matching technology, the two curves always have a unique intersection, implying that the model has a unique steady-state equilibrium. Proposition 2 There exists the unique steady state equilibrium of the model in which all types of matches exist if and only if yl − (1 − s) τ (N − u) − b −



βcθu > 0. 1−β



Proof See Appendix B. The following simple comparative statics provide the basic characteristics of the equilibrium. Using Figure 2 and (9), the eﬀects of a change in exogenous variables can be determined: Lemma 2 An increase in either the city size, N , or the commuting cost, τ , or a decrease in the P commuting frequency of oﬀ-the-job search, s, (i) increases the expected wage, j∈{h,l} αj wj , (ii)



decreases the labor market tightness in the oﬀ-the-job search market, θu , and (iii) decreases the



tightness in the on-the-job search market, θs . 16



As described in (24), an increase in τ or N (or a decrease in s) increases the expected wages for a given θu , which reduces both the profit of posting a vacancy and θu . From (22) and (23), we readily know that the wage of high-productivity workers, wh , changes in the same direction as the expected ´ i h ³P P /∂z , α w , when N , τ , or s changes (sgn [∂w /∂z] = sgn ∂ α w wage, h j∈{h,l} j j j∈{h,l} j j



z = N, τ, s). Furthermore, (9) and (21) yield



c = αh (yh − wh ), q(θs ) which demonstrate that a rise in wh reduces the profitability of posting a vacancy in the on-the-job search market, and decreases the market tightness, θs .18 This change in θs , in turn, aﬀects the threshold location of on-the-job searchers, x∗ , and the number of on-the-job searchers, es . To examine how es depends on θs , we need to know the expression of Wh − Wl − Jl . Equations (9) and (21) yield Wh − Wl − Jl = Wh + Jh − Wl − Jl − Jh c yh − yl − . = r+δ αh q (θs ) Substituting this equation into (13), we obtain the number of on-the-job searchers as µ ¶ φs yh − yl ∗ αh p(θs ) − cθs . es = x = ∗ s τ r+δ



(25)



Let ηi denote the elasticity of q(·) with respect to θi (i.e., ηi ≡ −θi q 0 (θi )/q(θi )) and define θs∗∗ as θs that satisfies (1 − ηs ) αh φs q (θs )



yh − yl = c. r+δ



The following proposition gives the basic properties regarding the number of on-the-job searchers, es : Proposition 3 The number of on-the-job searchers, es , decreases with an increase in the commuting frequency of on-the-job search, s∗ , and increases with an increase in the eﬃciency of on-the-job search, φs . es decreases as the city size, N , or the commuting cost, τ , increases, and as the commuting frequency of oﬀ-the-job search, s, decreases, if and only if θs < θs∗∗ . Proof See Appendix C. As observed directly from (25), an increase in s∗ leads to a higher cost of on-the-job search, and an increase in φs increases the reward for on-the-job search. The threshold, x∗ , decreases by the former and increases by the latter. An increase in N or τ , or a decrease in s aﬀects es through 18



Note that q(θs ) is decreasing in θs , which implies that the left hand side of (29) is increasing in θs .
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decreases in θs , as summarized in Lemma 2. As shown later, θs∗∗ is the same as the social optimal level, and hence, the closer θs is to θs∗∗ , the larger is the capital gain for a worker from on-the-job search. Therefore, changes associated with decreases in θs increase the capital gain of on-the-job searcher and the number of on-the-job searchers if θs > θs∗∗ whereas such changes decrease them if θs < θs∗∗ .
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Eﬃciency



This section derives the first best optimal allocation and compares it to the equilibrium allocation described in the previous section, using the social surplus as the criterion of welfare. It is easy to demonstrate that the location pattern in market equilibrium is socially optimal (see Appendix D). The next question is whether the on-the-job search decision and the free-entry condition lead to the optimal numbers of on-the-job searchers and vacancies. This consideration is addressed by comparing the equilibrium to the first-best optimal allocation, in which the social planner can choose the market tightness in each sub-market, θi , and the number of on-the-job searchers, es , as well as the numbers of unemployed workers, u, and low-productivity matches, el , given the flows of workers. The social surplus, SS, is given by ∙ Z Z ∞ exp[−rt] yl el + yh (N − u − el ) + bu − c (θu u + θs φs es ) − SS = 0



−



Z



N−u



es



τ xdx −



Z



es



(1 + s∗ ) τ xdx ¸ sτ xdx dt. 0



N



N−u



yl el +yh (N −u−el )+bu represents the sum of outputs and the value of leisure, and c (θu u + θs φs es ) is the costs of posting vacancies. The remaining terms represents the commuting costs. The social planner’s problem can be expressed as: max SS



θi ,es ,u,el



s.t.



du = δN + δ (1 − u) − p (θu ) u, dt del = αl up(θu ) − αh φs p(θs )es − (δ + δ)el . dt



As shown in Appendix E, the optimal number of on-the-job searchers, e∗∗ s , and the market tightness in each sub-market, θi∗∗ , are determined by ∙ ¸ φs yh − yl − cθs , es = ∗ αh p (θs ) s τ r+δ yh − yl c = αh (1 − ηs ) , q (θs ) r+δ hP i (1 − η ) α y − b − (1 − s) τ (N − u) − ηu cθu u j j j∈{h,l} c = . q (θu ) r+δ 18



(26) (27)



(28)



For a given θs , (26) is identical to (13), which implies that the decision on whether or not to search on the job is eﬃcient if θs is eﬃcient. To compare the optimally conditions regarding market tightness ((27) and (28)) to the equilibrium conditions, it is convenient to summarize the free entry conditions for a given number of unemployed workers, u, as follows. We obtain an equation that determines the market tightness in the on-the-job search market, θs , for a given θu by substituting (4) and (22) into (9): c (1 − β) [yh − b − (1 − s)τ (N − u)] − βcθu = αh . q (θs ) r+δ Plugging (24) into (20), we obtain an equation that determines θu as hP i (1 − β) α y − b − (1 − s)τ (N − u) − βcθu j j j∈{h,l} c = . q (θu ) r+δ



(29)



(30)



From the comparison between (28) and (30), θu in equilibrium is socially eﬃcient if and only if β = ηu∗∗ , where ηu∗∗ ≡ ηu |θu =θu∗∗ . The condition that the bargaining power of workers, β, is equal to the elasticity of q(·) with respect to θ is called as the Hosios condition (Hosios [6]). In the literature of search theory, it is standard to examine the eﬃciency properties of equilibrium when the Hosios condition holds true, and we follow this tradition. In the absence of on-the-job search, as shown in Wasmer and Zenou [24] and Zenou [26], even with consideration of the spatial structure, the Hosios condition ensures the equilibrium to be optimal. This study demonstrates that the Hosios condition ensures the equilibrium market tightness in the oﬀ-the-job search market to be optimal even in the presence of on-the-job search. However, the comparison between (27) and (29) reveals that the market tightness in the onthe-job search market, θs , is not optimal even under the Hosios condition . Under the Hosios condition, (29) can be rewritten as (1 − ηs∗∗ ) [yh − b − (1 − s)τ (N − u)] − ηs∗∗ cθu c = αh , q (θs ) r+δ



(31)



where ηs∗∗ ≡ ηs |θs =θs∗∗ . The diﬀerence between the right-hand-side (RHS) of this equation and that of (27) is RHS of (31) − RHS of (27)



(32)



(1 − ηs∗∗ ) [yh − b − (1 − s)τ (N − u)] − ηs∗∗ cθu yh − yl − αh (1 − ηs∗∗ ) r+δ r+δ ∗∗ ∗∗ (1 − ηs ) [yl − b − (1 − s)τ (N − u)] − ηs cθu . = αh r+δ



= αh



Under the standard condition that even a low-productivity job yields suﬃcient output to cover the cost of posting a vacancy, the above diﬀerence is positive. Because c/q (θs ) is increasing in θs , vacancies in the on-the-job search market are over-provided in equilibrium even under the 19



Hosios condition. Although the social benefits derived from creating a new job match is smaller for the on-the-job search than for oﬀ-the-job search, the equilibrium allocation does not reflect the diﬀerence in the social benefits, and the equilibrium value of θs is larger than the optimal value. Such a discrepancy results from the business stealing externality, which arises because firms, when they open vacant positions, do not take into consideration the fact that a new match between a vacancy and an on-the-job searcher implies destruction of the current match (see Gautier et al. [5]). In order to see this, note that the RHS of (27) or (31) represents the expected gains for a firm from meeting a worker. Next, by substituting (22) and β = ηs∗∗ into (4), we obtain the value of a firm with a filled low-productivity job as yl − wl r+δ (1 − ηs∗∗ ) [yl − b (1 − s) τ (N − u)] − ηs∗∗ cθu . = r+δ



rJl =



(33)



Thus, we know that the diﬀerence between the expected gains for a firm from meeting a worker in equilibrium and those in the optimum is equal to the asset value of a firm that loses its employee multiplied by the probability of the employee’s separation. We summarize the above arguments in the following proposition. Proposition 4 Eﬃciency of equilibrium is summarized as • The equilibrium number of on-the-job searchers, es , is optimal given the market tightness in each sub-market. • The equilibrium market tightness in the oﬀ-the-job search market, θu , is optimal under the Hosios condition (β = ηu∗∗ ). • The equilibrium market tightness in the on-the-job search market, θs , is larger than the optimal value even under the Hosios condition (β = ηs∗∗ ). From Lemma 2 and (33), we can see that either an increase in τ or N , or a decrease in s, reduces rJl through increases in wl , which reduces the diﬀerence between the equilibrium value of θs and its optimal value. Proposition 5 Assume that the Hosios condition (β = ηs∗∗ ) holds true. An increase in τ or N , or a decrease in s improves the eﬃciency regarding the job creation in the on-the-job search market. This result implies that the spatial structure aﬀects the eﬃciency of job creation in the on-the-job search market, whose policy implications may be summarized as follows: (i) a larger city has a more eﬃcient on-the-job search market, (ii) tax on commuting may improve the eﬃciency of job 20



creation, and (iii) subsidy for unemployed worker’s commuting alleviates the ineﬃciency of job creation. Another approach to explore the relationship between the eﬃciency of market tightness and spatial structure is to examine its properties when the Hosios condition does not hold true. By comparing (27) and (29), the market tightness in the on-the-job search market, θs , is optimal if and only if β = βs∗∗ ≡



yl + ηs∗∗ (yh − yl ) − b − (1 − s)τ (N − u∗∗ ) , yh − b − (1 − s)τ (N − u∗∗ ) + cθu∗∗



where the number of unemployed workers is evaluated at the optimal value of θu (i.e., θu = θu∗∗ (see (18))). Using this threshold value of β, we have the following corollary: Corollary 1 The eﬃciency properties of equilibrium market tightness are summarized as • The equilibrium market tightness in the oﬀ-the-job search market, θu , is larger than the optimal value if and only if β < ηu∗∗ . • The equilibrium market tightness in the on-the-job search market, θs , is larger than the optimal value if and only if β < βs∗∗ . When the bargaining power of workers is small and β < min[ηu∗∗ , βs∗∗ ] (respectively, large and β > max[ηu∗∗ , βs∗∗ ]), vacancies are over-provided (respectively, under-provided) in both search markets. However, when β takes a moderate value and min[ηu∗∗ , βs∗∗ ] < β < max[ηu∗∗ , βs∗∗ ], vacancies are overprovided in one search market but under-provided in the other. Combined with Lemma 2, these properties implies that the city growth, a higher commuting cost, or a lower commuting frequency of unemployed workers may alleviate the over-provision (respectively, worsen the under-provision) of vacancies in both markets if β < min[ηu∗∗ , βs∗∗ ] (respectively, large and β > max[ηu∗∗ , βs∗∗ ]), whereas they have diﬀerent impacts on the two markets.
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Relocation costs



Thus far, we have assumed that workers can relocate within the city with no cost. Of course, this is an extreme assumption. In this section, we explore how our equilibrium configuration may change if we introduce relocation costs into our framework. We follow Zenou [27] in considering a case in which the relocation cost of workers is very high and workers cannot move to other locations. For analytical tractability, we assume that the labor market is segmented by workers’ location, and each location is resided by a unit mass of workers.19 These assumptions imply that the market 19



Without this assumption, a steady-state equilibrium may not exist.
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tightness and wage depend on workers’ location. The values of workers and firms become rU (x) = b − sτ x − R(x) + p(θu (x))



X



j∈{h,l}



αj (Wj (x) − U (x)) ,



rWj (x) = wj (x) − τ x − R(x) + δ(U (x) − Wj (x)) ⎡ ⎛ ⎞⎤ X £ ¤ αj max Wj 0 (x) − Wj (x) − Jj (x) , 0 − s∗ τ x⎠⎦ , + max ⎣k ⎝φs p(θs (x)) k∈{0,1}



j 0 ∈{h,l}



rJj (x) = yj − wj (x) + δ(V − Jj (x)), X αj (Jj (x) − Vu (x)), rVu (x) = −c + q(θu (x)) j∈{h,l}



rVs (x) = −c + αh φs q(θs (x))(Jh (x) − Vs (x)). The free entry condition is given by c = q (θu (x))



X



αj Jj (x) = αh φs q(θs (x))Jh (x).



(34)



j∈{h,l}



In this case, again, we can see that there is a threshold, x∗ , such that a low-productivity worker who lives at x ≤ x∗ searches for a new job. x∗ is given by s∗ τ x∗ = αh φs p(θs (x∗ )) [Wh (x∗ ) − Wl (x∗ ) − Jl (x∗ )] . Using the value functions and the free entry condition, we obtain wh (x∗ ) − yl s∗ τ x∗ = αh φs p(θs (x∗ )) r+δ ¸ ∙ yh − yl yh − wh (x∗ ) = αh φs p(θs (x∗ )) − φs p(θs (x∗ )) r+δ r+δ ¸ ∙ yh − yl = αh φs p(θs (x∗ )) − cθs (x∗ ) . r+δ



(35)



Thus, we obtain a similar condition that determines the threshold value, x∗ , to (25). However, the market tightness, θs , now depends on x∗ , and we need to examine the characteristics of θs (x) in order to identify the characteristics of x∗ . Next, we drive the market tightness at x, that is, θu (x) and θs (x). Under very high relocation costs, wages may depend on the capital gains from on-the-job search. Substituting the value of an employed worker, Wj (x), and that of a firm, Jj (x), into the first-order condition of the Nash bargaining described in (1), we obtain the wage rates, which combined with the value of an
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unemployed worker, U (x), yield the wage rates as functions of x and θi :20 ⎫ wh (x) = wh (x, θu (x)) ⎬ if x > x∗ , ⎭ wl (x) = wl (x, θu (x)) ⎫ ⎬ wh (x) = wh (x, θu (x)) if x ≤ x∗ . ⎭ w (x) = w (x, θ (x) , θ (x)) l



l



u



s



As shown in Appendix F, the wage of a low-productivity worker is lower for an on-the-job searcher (those residing at x ≤ x∗ ) than for a worker who is not seeking a new job (those residing at x > x∗ ), which reflects the expected gains from on-the-job search. Furthermore, for a given (θu , θs ), these wages are higher for a more distant location from the CBD (for a larger x). This occurs because firms pay for a part of their employees’ commuting costs. For on-the-job searchers, a larger x also implies a lower expected gains from on-the-job search, which also increases her/his wage. A higher market tightness in the oﬀ-the-job search market, θu , leads to a higher wage, wj , regardless of the worker’s location, whereas an increase in the market tightness θs in the on-the-job search market raises only the wage rate of on-the-job searchers (i.e., wl for x ≤ x∗ ). Substituting (4) into (34), we obtain X



yj − wj , r+δ yh − wh c = q (θs (x)) αh , r+δ c = q (θu (x))



αj



which clearly shows that an increase in x reduces θu (x) and θs (x) through changes in wage rates described above. This result oﬀers an alternative interpretation to the empirical finding of van Ommeren et al. [22], which showed that job searchers with a higher job arrival rate have shorter commuting distances, and interpreted the finding as that workers who are more mobile are more likely to find a job closer to their residence. We can summarize the results regarding the case of high relocation costs in the following proposition. Proposition 6 In the case of high relocation costs, only the low-productivity workers who live close to the CBD (who live at x ≤ x∗ ) search on the job. The market tightness decreases with the distance from the CBD (θu0 (x) < 0 and θs0 (x) < 0). Hence, we now know that the introduction of relocation costs does not aﬀect the basic characteristics of our model with no relocation cost, in that on-the-job searchers live closest to the CBD and unemployed workers are more likely to reside farther from the job center. 20



Explicit forms of wage rates are given in Appendix F.
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Concluding remarks



This study investigated the nature and impacts of the interaction between the structure of a city and on-the-job search. In equilibrium, workers relocate within a city corresponding to their career turnover. Unemployed workers relocate from the outskirts of the city to the inner regions of the city when they land a job. Employed workers must determine whether to seek a new job. If an employed worker searches for a job, she/he lives most proximate to the CBD. If not, she/he resides between the unemployed workers and on-the-job searchers. Thus, the model proposed in this paper provides a tool for analyzing the simultaneous determination of career and relocation paths. The eﬃciency analysis demonstrated that although a firm’s decision to post a job vacancy is distorted by the introduction of the spatial structure, the decision regarding on-the-job search is eﬃcient. A few comments are in order. First, in the model presented here, the spatial dimension of on-the-job search appears only on the cost side of a job search. However, the spatial concentration of job seekers and vacancies may lead to agglomeration economies (Sato [17] and Wheeler [25]), whose importance has already been noted by Marshall [8]. As is always true for economics analyses, balanced consideration of the costs and benefits must be performed, and hence, examination of the eﬀects of introducing the benefits of on-the-job search within a city is warranted. Second, the model is a closed city model in which the population size of the city is exogenous. However, if the benefits of the concentration of job-seekers and vacancies outweighs its costs, a large city will attract more workers and firms. It is, therefore, particularly important to investigate the resulting distribution of economic activities in a multi-city world. Finally, for analytical tractability, this model considered only two levels of productivity, high and low, which led to the development of an over-simplified wage distribution based on only three possible values. Future research should introduce a more general productivity distribution. All these are important directions in the future research.



Appendix A: Proof of Lemma 1 Start with the wages paid to a good-match worker. Because k = 0 for Jh , (4), V = 0 and (8) imply that wh (x) = wh ≡ yh − (δ + δ + r)Jh ,



∀x.



Similar arguments for the wages paid to a bad-match worker imply that wl (x) = wl ≡ yl − (δ + δ + r)Jl ,
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∀x.



The wage determination rule, (1), combined with the zero-profit condition Vi = 0, yields Wl − U = β(Wl + Jl − U ). Because Jl > 0, a bad match is accepted by both workers and firms if and only if Wl + Jl − U > 0. By using (3), (4), and Proposition 1, this inequality can be rearranged as yl − sτ u − τ (N − u) − rU > 0. r+δ



(B1)



By substituting (10) into (B1) and by using Proposition 1 again, we can rewrite (21) as yl − sτ u − τ (N − u) − b − βcθu /(1 − β) + sτ N r+δ yl − (1 − s) τ (N − u) − b − βcθu /(1 − β) = r+δ ∙ ¸ 1 βcθu = yl − (1 − s) τ (N − u) − b − , r+δ 1−β



0



which proves the proposition.



Appendix C: Proof of Proposition 3 By diﬀerentiating (25) regarding θs , we obtain ∙ ¸ ∂es yh − yl φs 0 −c = ∗ p (θs )αh ∂θs s τ r+δ ∙ ¸ φs yh − yl = ∗ (1 − η) q (θs ) αh −c , s τ r+δ where η = −θq 0 (θ)/q(θ). Because we assumed that q 0 < 0, limθ→0 q (θ) = ∞, and limθ→∞ q (θ) = 0, (1 − η) q (θs ) αh (yh −yl )/(r+δ) is decreasing in θ and there is a unique θ that satisfies (1 − η) q (θs ) αh (yh − yl )/(r + δ) = c. Denoting such θ as θs∗∗ , we can readily see that ∂es > 0 if and only if θs < θs∗∗ . ∂θs Combined with (25) and Lemma 2, this provides the comparative statics results on the number of on-the-job searchers, es .



Appendix D: Location pattern in the socially optimal allocation This appendix shows that in the optimal allocation, on-the-job searchers live closet to the CBD, employed non-job searchers live next closest to the CBD, and unemployed workers live most distant from the CBD.
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Consider two workers A and B, whose commuting costs are τA and τB , respectively. Assume that τA > τB and denote their locations by xA and xB , respectively. We show by contradiction that xA < xB must hold true in the optimal allocation. Now, suppose that xA > xB holds true in the optimal allocation and let ∆ denote xA − xB > 0. Then, by interchanging their locations, the total commuting costs in the economy changes by −τA ∆+τB ∆ = (τB −τA )∆ < 0. This contradicts the definition of the optimal allocation. therefore, xA < xB must hold true, i.e., workers with higher commuting costs must locate closer to the CBD in the optimal allocation, which is the same location pattern as that described in Proposition 1.



Appendix E: Derivation of the first-best optimal allocation The present-value Hamiltonian is defined as ∙ Z es (1 + s∗ ) τ xdx H = exp[−rt] yl el + yh (N − u − el ) + bu − c (θu u + θs φs es ) − 0 ¸ Z N Z N−u τ xdx − sτ xdx + μu [δN + δ (1 − u) − p (θu ) u] + μl [αl up(θu ) − αh φs p(θs )es − δel ] − es



N−u



Note here that the control variables are es and θi , and the state variables are u and el . The optimal conditions are es : θi : u: el :



∂H , ∂es ∂H 0= , i ∈ {s, u} ∂θi ∂H dμu =− , dt ∂u ∂H dμl =− . dt ∂el 0=



By solving the five equations, we obtain 0 = − exp[−rt] (cθs φs + s∗ τ e∗s ) − αh μl φs p(θs ), 0 = − exp[−rt]c − αh μl p0 (θs ), 0 = − exp[−rt]c − μu p0 (θu ) + αl μl p0 (θu ), 0 = exp[−rt] [−yh + b − cθu − (1 − s) τ (N − u)] − μu [r + δ + p (θu )] + αl μl p(θu ), 0 = − exp[−rt] [yh − yl ] − μl (r + δ) , which determine the optimal number of on-the-job searchers and the market tightness in each
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sub-market as ∙ ¸ φs yh − yl − cθs , = ∗ αh p(θs ) s τ r+δ yh − yl , c = αh p0 (θs ) r + δh i P (r + δ) α y − b + cθ + (1 − s) τ (N − u) u j∈{h,l} j j c = p0 (θu ) , (r + δ) (r + δ + p (θu ))



e∗s



which yield (26), (27), and (28).



Appendix F: Derivation of wage rates in the case of high relocation costs Substituting the values of an employed worker, Wj (x), and a firm, Jj (x), into the first-order condition of the Nash bargaining described in (1), we obtain wh (x) = βyh + (1 − β) (τ x + R(x) + rU (x)) ,



(F1)



wl (x) = βyl + (1 − β) (τ x + R(x) + rU (x)) , for those living at x > x∗ , and (F2) wh (x) = βyh + (1 − β) (τ x + R(x) + rU (x)) , ¸ ∙ φs p(θs )αh (wh (x) − yl ) − (r + δ) s∗ τ x , wl (x) = βyl + (1 − β) τ x + R(x) + rU (x) − r + δ + φs p(θs )αh for those living at x ≤ x∗ . Furthermore, by substituting (1) into the value of an unemployed worker, U (x), and by using (34), U (x) can be arranged as rU (x) = b − sτ x − R(x) +



β cθu (x) . 1−β



Substituting this into (F1) and (F2), we obtain the equilibrium wage rates as wh (x) = β (yh + cθu (x)) + (1 − β) (b + (1 − s) τ x) , wl (x) = β (yl + cθu (x)) + (1 − β) (b + (1 − s) τ x) , for those living at x > x∗ , and wh (x) = β (yh + cθu (x)) + (1 − β) (b + (1 − s) τ x) , ¸ ∙ φs p(θs )αh (wh (x) − yl ) − (r + δ) s∗ τ x , wl (x) = β (yl + cθu (x)) + (1 − β) b + (1 − s) τ x − r + δ + φs p(θs )αh for those living at x ≤ x∗ .
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